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We propose the digital quantum simulation of a minimal AdS/CFT model in controllable quantum platforms.
We consider the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev model describing interacting Majorana fermions with randomly distributed
all-to-all couplings, encoding nonlocal fermionic operators onto qubits to efficiently implement their dynamics
via digital techniques. Moreover, we also give a method for probing non-equilibrium dynamics and the scram-
bling of information. Finally, our approach serves as a protocol for reproducing a simplified low-dimensional
model of quantum gravity in advanced quantum platforms as trapped ions and superconducting circuits.
Holographic duality [1] posits the equivalence, subject to
certain conditions, of quantum gravity and ordinary quantum
field theories. The most celebrated such correspondence is
conjectured to exist between N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-
Mills theory in four dimensions and type IIB string theory
on AdS5 × S5. Such dualities offer the exciting prospect of
probing quantum gravity effects by studying the well-defined
equivalent quantum field theory. Nevertheless, this is still
a hard problem because the semiclassical gravity regime is
located at strong coupling and for a large number of local
degrees of freedom N  1. Furthermore, a fully non-
perturbative understanding of the dual field theory is likely
necessary in order to resolve the most puzzling aspects of
quantum black holes, such as the famous information loss
paradox [2]. We may therefore opt for studying the dual field
theory on the lattice, by rewriting the problem in terms of a
quantum many-body system suitable for simulation on a clas-
sical computer [3, 4]. Even this powerful technique faces
important challenges and limitations, such as the sign prob-
lem [5], and the inapplicability of Euclidean lattice methods
for intrinsically Lorentzian physics. It is precisely the latter
kind of problem one needs to understand in order to describe
black hole formation [6] and evaporation.
It is essential to develop alternative avenues of dealing
with strongly coupled quantum many-body systems; both for
their own sake, as well as with an eye on quantum gravity.
As pointed out originally by Feynman [7], quantum systems
themselves are vastly more computationally efficient at solv-
ing many-body Hamiltonians than classical computer simu-
lations. With the recent advent of quantum technologies [8–
12], it is then natural to consider multiqubit systems that en-
code a dual gravity theory via quantum simulation. Currently,
four-dimensional gauge theories such as the aforementioned
N = 4 theory appear out of reach (see, however, [13] for
work on QCD in this context). Instead, we start by looking
elsewhere for simpler models which nevertheless have a holo-
graphic interpretation.
In this Letter, we propose the digital quantum simulation
of the simplest known AdS/CFT duality, namely the Sachdev-
Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model [14–16]. We consider different vari-
ants of the model, two in terms of Majorana fermions, and
two with complex fermions. We then propose digital quantum
algorithms for simulating the SYK quantum dynamics, and
protocols to test non-equilibrium aspects such as scrambling.
In particular, out of time order (OTO) four-point correlation
functions, 〈W †(t)V †(0)W (t)V (0)〉, for initially commuting
unitaries W and V . Subsequently, we discuss the feasibility
and implementation of our proposal in suitable quantum plat-
forms such as trapped ions and superconducting circuits.
The holographic model.— The SYK model, in one of its
simplest incarnations, is governed by the quenched-disorder
Hamiltonian
H =
1
4 · 4!
N∑
i,j,k,l=1
Jijklχiχjχkχl , (1)
where χi are Majorana fermions with {χi, χj} = 2δij , lo-
cated on a lattice of N sites and interacting via all-to-all cou-
plings Jijkl, sampled from a random distribution that is usu-
ally taken to be Gaussian with variance 3!J
2
N3 . While similar
models are common in the study of spin glasses [17], Hamil-
tonian (1) lacks a spin-glass phase at low temperatures, mak-
ing possible its holographic interpretation [18]. Moreover, it
has a number of striking features [14, 15, 18, 19], beginning
with its solvability in the limit of large N and at strong cou-
pling βJ  1, characterised by an approximate conformal
symmetry. Furthermore, it exhibits maximally chaotic be-
haviour [14], in the sense that the Lyapunov exponent λ, as
extracted from a certain out-of-time order four-point function,
saturates the bound λ ≥ 2pi/β [20]. These features strongly
suggest that the SYK model has a holographic interpretation
in terms of an NAdS2 (near-extremal AdS2) theory of grav-
ity [14, 19].
Here we aim at the quantum simulation of quantum field
theories with holographic duals, naturally starting with the
simplest SYK model. Such simulations give us a way of solv-
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2ing the theory in any range of the coupling and for finite N ,
providing a realisation of a minimal quantum gravity model in
the laboratory. From a theoretical perspective, analog gravity
faces severe challenges [21, 22]: any nonlinear gravity the-
ory emerging from some local non-gravitational “substrate”
will necessarily have its bulk dynamics entirely frozen. In
other words, its bulk degrees of freedom may be entirely disre-
garded. The restrictions of [21, 22] are avoided in holograph-
ically emergent gravity, which is the path we pursue here.
SYK models.— The SYK model described by Eq. (1) blends
quantum gravity in a tractable fermionic Hamiltonian. One
can also consider an alternative variant model in terms of com-
plex spinless fermions capturing the same physics in the large
N limit, but in principle behaving differently for finite sizeN .
To relate both models, we take N = 2n, since two Majorana
fermions provide us with one complex spinless fermion, and
consider the Hamiltonian
Hc =
1
(2n)3/2
n∑
i,j,k,`=1
Jij;k` c
†
i c
†
jckc` − µ
∑
i
c†i ci, (2)
with {ci, cj} = 0, {ci, c†j} = δij , and µ a chemical poten-
tial, while independent Gaussian random couplings Jij;k`, are
complex, with zero mean and such that
Jji;k` = −Jij;k` , Jij;`k = −Jij;k`,
Jk`;ij = J
∗
ij;k` , |Jij;k`|2 = J2. (3)
Notice the different normalisation of the coefficients: in the
Majorana models the N−3/2 factor is in the variance of the
coefficients, while here, in the complex fermion case, it has
been taken out as a global factor.
We analyse the interaction terms appearing in both previ-
ous models for a subsequent treatment in a digital quantum
simulation. In the model of Eq. (1), with Majorana fermions,
we identify two kinds of interaction terms: (i) χiχjχkχl if all
indices are distinct, and (ii) χiχj if two subindices or three
subindices coincide. The case of all subindices being equal
leads to a global phase in the evolution, which does not affect
the dynamics simulation. Without loss of generality, we ar-
range terms such that i > j > k > l, where we have grouped
instances with the same subindices by redefining the coupling
constants (see Supplemental Material). Then, the fermionic
interaction term count reads
(i) χiχjχkχl :
2
3
n4 − 2n3 + 11
6
n2 − 1
2
n ,
(ii) χiχj : 2n2 − n .
Interaction terms of type (ii) cluster all Majorana fermionic
terms with two or three matching subindices (see Supplemen-
tal Material).
Because of this separation, we also consider a different
model with only type (i) terms, with the same large N be-
haviour [19]. Its implementation is straightforward given that
of Eq. (1), by restricting us to the simulation of the terms in
case.
Secondly, the model formulated in terms of spinless com-
plex fermions deals in principle with (n4−2n3 +n2)/4 sum-
mands, which are classified in different kinds of interactions
as (i) c†i c
†
jckc` with all indices distinct, (ii) c
†
i c
†
jcjc` with i, j,
and ` different from each other, and (iii) c†i c
†
jcjci with i 6= j.
The number of terms to be simulated for each type of interac-
tion is
(i) c†i c
†
jckc` :
1
4
n4 − 3
2
n3 +
11
4
n2 − 3
2
n ,
(ii) c†i c
†
jcjc` : n
3 − 3n2 + 2n ,
(iii) c†i c
†
jcjci :
1
2
n2 − 1
2
n ,
(iv) c†i ci : n .
The indices in type (i) have been restricted to i > j and k > l,
thus reducing the number of terms to be simulated.
There is a straightforward variation of the model with the
same holographic interpretation at large N : consider the cou-
plings Jij;k` as purely real numbers.
Algorithm for quantum simulation of SYK models.— The
digital quantum simulation of the dynamics of the SYK mod-
els will involve fermionic operators, either Majorana or com-
plex. A quantum algorithm, consisting in a sequence of quan-
tum gates on qubits, requires encoding fermionic operators
into spin-1/2 operators. This is achieved via the Jordan–
Wigner transformation [23] from spinless complex fermion
operators to spin-1/2 operators, c†i = (
∏i−1
j=1 σ
z
j )σ
+
i . One can
define a set of 2n Majorana fermions as χ2j−1 = eiφcj +
e−iφc†j , χ2j = −i(eiφcj − e−iφc†j), and codify the Ma-
jorana fermionic operators as χ2n−1 = (
∏n−1
j=1 σ
z
j )σ
x
n and
χ2n = (
∏n−1
j=1 σ
z
j )σ
y
n, with {χi, χj} = 2δij .
Interactions in the Majorana models lead to two kinds of
fermionic terms, that we rewrite in terms of spin degrees of
freedom as
χiχjχkχl = σ
αi
i˜
 i˜−1∏
m=j˜
σzm
σαj
j˜
σαk
k˜
k˜−1∏
m=l˜
σzm
σαl
l˜
, (4)
and
χiχj = σ
αi
i˜
 i˜−1∏
m=j˜
σzm
σαj
j˜
, (5)
where i > j > k > l. Here, we define the tilded variables
with the floor function as
x˜ =
⌊
x+ 1
2
⌋
= max
{
m ∈ Z |m ≤ x+ 1
2
}
, (6)
and the αn labels correspond to
αn =
{
x if n is odd
y if n is even . (7)
Among the resulting spin interaction terms, the most general
and complex form corresponds to that shown in Eq. (4). In
3some specific cases of combination of indices the expression
is simplified (see Supplemental Material).
Let us now consider the model with complex spinless
fermions. The interaction terms can be mapped as above to
spin interactions via the Jordan–Wigner transformation. Thus,
the interaction terms of type (i) of this model are expressed as
c†i c
†
jckc` = β
 ζ2−1∏
ξ=ζ1+1
σzξ
 ζ4−1∏
ξ=ζ3+1
σzξ
σ+i σ+j σ−k σ−` ,
(8)
where {ζ1, ζ2, ζ3, ζ4} = {i, j, k, `} as sets, ζ1 < ζ2 < ζ3 <
ζ4, and β = sign(i− j)sign(`− k). For the sake of simplicity
in the quantum simulation, we have only taken into account
the terms such that i > j and k > l, wherefore β = −1.
The interaction terms of type (ii), (iii) and (iv) can also be
mapped to spin interactions as
(ii) c†injck = −
1
2
 ζ2−1∏
ξ=ζ1+1
σzξ
 (σzj + 1)σ+i σ−k , (9)
(iii) ninj =
1
4
(
1 + σzi + σ
z
j + σ
z
i σ
z
j
)
, (10)
(iv) ni =
1
2
(1 + σzi ) , (11)
where {ζ1, ζ2} = {i, k}, again as sets, and ζ1 < ζ2. It is still
possible to reduce the number of interaction terms by consid-
ering the properties of coefficients Jij;k` (see Supplemental
Material).
These spin Hamiltonians consist of a sum of spin interac-
tions H =
∑m
i Hi, with Hi a many-body spin interaction.
Obtaining the exact evolution is a difficult problem to deal
with a purely analog quantum simulation in any quantum plat-
form. Nevertheless, it is possible to handle individually each
spin interaction in digital quantum simulations [24] by decom-
posing the evolution operator in a Trotter–Suzuki product for-
mula,
e−iHt =
 m∏
j=1
e−iHjt/s
s +∑
i<j
[Hi, Hj ]t
2
2s
+O(J3t3/s2).
(12)
This expression approximates the dynamics for time t to an
accuracy  of the order of J2t2/s. We note that for each non-
zero commutator, [Hi, Hj ] 6= 0, there is a decrease in accu-
racy. In the worst case scenario, where all the commutators
differ from zero, there will be a reduction of accuracy given
by the factor
(
m
2
)
, with m the number of interaction terms Hi
in the Hamiltonian.
The complexity of the algorithm, i.e. the number of gates
required for the dynamics simulation, grows polynomially
with the number of fermions N . The coarsest evaluation sug-
gests that achieving an accuracy  over an evolution time t
will require a number of gates m× (m2 )× J2t2/. In the case
at hand, there will be m ∼ O(N4) spin interactions. If each
interaction is given by O(1) gates, the number of gates for
accuracy  over a time t will be O(N12). In fact, the num-
ber of non-zero commutators is of order O(N6), rather than
m2 ∼ O(N8), thus bringing the number of gates down to
O(N10). As usual, higher order Trotter–Suzuki decomposi-
tions will improve the accuracy of our simulation.
Protocol for time inversion.— In order to probe the non-
equilibrium behaviour of the SYK, and more specifically, the
dynamics of scrambling [20] in terms of OTO functions, it
will be necessary to reverse the evolution via a time inversion
operation. This can be achieved by constructing an operator
U(−t), where U(t) denotes the time-evolution operator of the
system. Since the models are described by time independent
Hamiltonians, we need only to reverse the sign of all the cou-
plings. Alternatively, we show that time inversion can also be
implemented without explicitly engineering the algorithm for
U(−t). We consider an additional ancilla qubit QC , which
controls the direction of the SYK time evolution allowing us
to implement both U(t) and U(−t). The evolution for the pair
controlling ancilla and system is governed by the Hamiltonian
HCS = σ
z
CHS , where σ
z
C acts on the ancilla qubit, and HS is
the system Hamiltonian. The complete Hamiltonian consists
in a tensor that acts on the ancilla-system product state as
HCS(α|e〉+ β|g〉)|ψ〉 = σzC(α|e〉+ β|g〉)HS |ψ〉
= α|e〉HS |ψ〉 − β|g〉HS |ψ〉, (13)
with α|e〉 + β|g〉 and |ψ〉 the ancilla and system states, re-
spectively. In general, one may consider n applications of the
Hamiltonian
HnCS(α|e〉+ β|g〉)|ψ〉 = (σzC)n(α|e〉+ β|g〉)HnS |ψ〉
= α|e〉HS |ψ〉+ β|g〉(−1)nHS |ψ〉, (14)
which leads to a time evolution for an initial product state
|Ψ〉 = (α|e〉+ β|g〉)|ψ〉 described by
UCS(t)|Ψ〉 = exp (−iHCSt) |Ψ〉 =
∑
n
(−iHCSt)n
n!
|Ψ〉
= α|e〉
∑
n
(−iHSt)n
n!
|ψ〉+ β|g〉
∑
n
(−1)n(−iHSt)n
n!
|ψ〉
= α|e〉U(t)|ψ〉+ β|g〉U(−t)|ψ〉. (15)
Here, the controlling ancilla qubit decides the direction of the
evolution. The scrambling four-point function for operators
VS and WS is thus computable by the sequence
σxCUCS(t)σ
x
CW
†
SUCS(t)V
†
Sσ
x
CUCS(t)σ
x
CWSUCS(t)VS
(16)
and its expectation value over the state |e〉 ⊗ |ψ〉. We no-
tice that operators labeled by S, all of them feasible in our
proposed scheme, are only applied to the system S (For an
analogous construction, see [25]).
Protocol for correlation measurements.— We consider an
alternative and efficient protocol for determining n-time cor-
relation functions [26]. In this alternative method, an ancillary
qubit QA encodes a correlation function by means of con-
trolled operations. This approach is particularly effective for
4analog quantum simulation of the evolution, but it is also ap-
plicable to digitally synthesised quantum evolutions.
Let us consider a set of unitaries {Vi}ni=0 acting on the
system. We aim at computing the correlation function
〈Vn(tn)Vn−1(tn−1) · · ·V1(t1)V0(0)〉. Let us assume that we
know how to implement in the laboratory the unitaries V˜i =
|0〉〈0|AI + |1〉〈1|AVi, which act on the ancilla and the sys-
tem . The ancilla QA and the system evolve with IAU(t),
where U(t) is the unitary evolution operator for the system
S. We consider now the following protocol: a) Prepare the
system in the state of interest, |Ψ〉, and the ancilla in the state
(|0〉+ |1〉) /√2. Set counter k to 0. Define t0 = 0. b) Apply
the controlled unitary V˜k. c) Evolve a time tk+1 − tk. d) If
k < n, then advance k by 1 and go to step b). Else, measure
σx and σy of the ancilla QA, which completes the protocol.
This leads to the desired measurement of the n-time correla-
tion function
1
2
(〈σx〉+ i〈σy〉) = 1
2
〈Vn(tn)Vn−1(tn−1) · · ·V1(t1)V0(0)〉.
For the particular case of the scrambling four-point correla-
tion function 〈W †S(t)V †S (0)WS(t)VS(0)〉, the set of unitaries
to be considered in the protocol is {W †S , V †S ,WS , VS}, with
corresponding times t1 = t, t2 = 0, and t3 = t. A simi-
lar approach in this context has been recently proposed [27].
Note that in order to evolve the system one requires time in-
version, since t2 < t1, for which case the protocol introduced
previously can be used.
Protocol for state initialisation.— Scrambling depends on
the Hamiltonian structure for typical initial states. It is possi-
ble to prepare thermal states on a quantum computer follow-
ing existing methods in the literature [28, 29]. Moreover, it is
also possible to analyse scrambling for explicitly known initial
states. In order to do that, one uses again the Jordan–Wigner
transformation to encode fermionic states in qubit states. Let
us now give some examples.
In the case of the spinless complex fermions, the mapping
c†i = (
∏i−1
j=1 σ
z
j )σ
+
i indicates that the fermionic state with
zero excitations, |~0〉, corresponds to the product state of all
the qubits in their ground state, |g1, . . . , gn〉, since
ci|~0〉 = σ−i
i−1∏
j=1
σzj
 |~0〉 = 0 ∀i⇔ |~0〉 = |g1, . . . , gn〉.
(17)
Once this identification is known, one may consider the
action of a set of creation fermionic operators on |~0〉 by
acting with their spin correspondents on |g1, . . . , gn〉. This
way, a state with a certain number of excitations in localised
fermionic sites can be constructed. In particular, the zero
fermion excitation state above, which is a maximal total spin
one.
Implementation in quantum platforms.— In order to simu-
late the interactions, we consider a generic term
Hi =
(
k−1∏
m=l
σzm
) i−1∏
m=j
σzm
σαii σαjj σαkk σαll , (18)
with any combination of αiαjαkαl, and two separated σz
strings. The simulation of the remaining interactions may be
inferred from this technique, since this is the most general
kind of spin interactions appearing in the Hamiltonian.
Each of these spin interactions will appear with a differ-
ent coupling strength jiJ , determined by a realisation of the
random couplings. Notice that the protocol will in principle
run for several instantiations of the couplings. This, however,
might be not necessary for large N , due to self-averaging.
The time evolution generated by this term is described by
U(t) = exp(−ijiJHit). Different protocols for the quantum
simulation of this unitary operator are platform dependent. In
particular, the coupling strength jiJ will be realised by control
of phases in the gates in both the trapped ion and the super-
conducting circuits schemes.
i. Trapped Ions. The platform of trapped ions has been
a workhorse of quantum simulations for some time now [30,
31]. The efficient implementation of exponentials of tensor
products of j Pauli matrices in trapped ions relies on the
implementation of the Mølmer-Sørensen gate, involving M
qubits and local rotations [32]. We consider the standard ex-
pression UMS(θ, ϕ) = exp[−iθ(cos(ϕ)Sx + sin(ϕ)Sy)2/4],
and Sx,y =
∑M
j=0 σ
x,y
j . In order to make contact with the
literature in trapped ions, we use in this paragraph a different
basis, such that |g〉z, |e〉z → |g˜〉x, |e˜〉x, and the corresponding
mapping σz → σ˜x, σx → σ˜y , σy → σ˜z . The tilded ob-
jects refer to the ion implementation, while the untilded ones
come from our algorithms. Having made this distinction, in
fact above and in what follows we obviate the tildes.
Since our quantum algorithm requires the simulation of
terms with two disjoint Jordan–Wigner tails, we consider
gates UAMS and U
B
MS associated with the disjoint collective op-
erators Sx,yA =
∑l+M
`=l σ
x,y
` and S
x,y
B =
∑j+K
`=j σ
x,y
` , respec-
tively, and the entangling gate Ulj(φ) = exp(iφσαl σ
β
j ). We
propose then the following step shown in Fig. 1a, that scales
with O(1) in the number of fermions N ,
U =UAMS(−pi2 , 0)UBMS(−pi2 , 0)Ulj(φ)UBMS(pi2 , 0)UAMS(pi2 , 0)
= exp
[
iφ
(
cos
(
pi
2 s
x
A
)
cos
(
pi
2 s
x
B
)
σαl σ
β
j
+ cos
(
pi
2 s
x
A
)
sin
(
pi
2 s
x
B
)
xδβσ
α
l σ
δ
j
+ sin
(
pi
2 s
x
A
)
cos
(
pi
2 s
x
B
)
xγασ
γ
l σ
β
j
+ sin
(
pi
2 s
x
A
)
sin
(
pi
2 s
x
B
)
xβδxαγσ
γ
l σ
δ
j
)]
, (19)
with sxA =
∑l+M
i=l+1 σ
x
i , s
x
B =
∑j+K
i=j+1 σ
x
i , and αβγ the Levi–
Civita symbol. For a generic operator sx =
∑n
i=1 σ
x
i acting
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FIG. 1: Engineering many-body interactions. (a) Trapped-ion qubits: Operation sequence of single-qubit and multiqubit gates, inside a
Trotter step, acting on trapped-ion qubits to generate a generic interaction term (18). The single-qubit rotations Ri and Rk act on qubits i
and k, respectively, and the phase φ of the two-qubit entangling gate, Uij(φ), must be chosen adequately in order to produce the desired
combination of αiαjαkαl in the interaction. (b) Superconducting circuits: We consider sets of two-qubit gates and their inverses, which
involve qubits l and j with the rest of the qubits included in the σz strings of the interaction. Thus, a set of n two-qubit gates takes on the
role of the Mølmer-Sørensen gate in the trapped-ion protocol. Note that two-qubit gates between distant qubits may be performed by a set of
SWAP gates and an entangling gate between nearest-neighbour qubits.
on n qubits, we take into account the identities
cos
(
pi
2 s
x
)
=

−∏ni=1 σxi for n = 4k − 2, k ∈ N ,∏n
i=1 σ
x
i for n = 4k, k ∈ N ,
0 for n odd ,
(20)
and
sin
(
pi
2 s
x
)
=

∏n
i=1 σ
x
i for n = 4k − 3, k ∈ N ,
−∏ni=1 σxi for n = 4k − 1, k ∈ N ,
0 for n even .
(21)
We observe now that we can engineer the desired terms where
the choice of the intermediate entangling gate Ulj(φ) allows
us to modify the resulting interaction term
U =

exp
[
iφ
(
a(M)
∏l+M
i=l+1 σ
x
i
)(
a(K)
∏j+K
k=j+1 σ
x
k
)
σαl σ
β
j
]
,
exp
[
iφ
(
b(M)
∏l+M
i=l+1 σ
x
i
)(
b(K)
∏j+K
k=j+1 σ
x
k
)
×xβδxαγσγl σδj
]
,
exp
[
iφ
(
a(M)
∏l+M
i=l+1 σ
x
i
)(
b(K)
∏j+K
k=j+1 σ
x
k
)
×xδβσαl σδj
]
,
exp
[
iφ
(
b(M)
∏l+M
i=l+1 σ
x
i
)(
a(K)
∏j+K
k=j+1 σ
x
k
)
×xγασγl σβj
]
,
(22)
for the cases M and K even, M and K odd, M even and K
odd, and M odd and K even, respectively, and with
a(n) =
 −1 for n = 4k − 2, k ∈ N ,
1 for n = 4k, k ∈ N ;
b(n) =
 1 for n = 4k − 3, k ∈ N ,−1 for n = 4k − 1, k ∈ N . (23)
We note that for the generic and most complex interaction,
Eq. (18), the Jordan–Wigner σz tails begin in sites l and j,
and end in sites k and i, all corresponding to the ones of the
four-body interaction. Up to now, we have achieved a many-
body interaction involving l and j sites and two corresponding
tails starting in those sites and ending in l + M and j + K.
The desired interaction can be easily achieved by considering
that l+M and j +K correspond to k and i, respectively, and
by applying the corresponding rotations in the k-th and i-th
qubits to obtained the desired Pauli matrices, as depicted in
Fig. 1a.
ii. Superconducting circuits. The general framework of
superconducting quantum processors is an extremely active
area of research [33–37]. The translation of the previous
protocol for a generic interaction to superconducting circuits
can be immediately done by considering the application of
the multiqubit Mølmer-Sørensen gate via a superconducting
resonator [38]. Alternatively, the decomposition of the ba-
sic step in Eq. (19) into single-qubit and two-qubit gates
by breaking the Mølmer-Sørensen gate into
(
n
2
)
two-qubit
gates can be used in principle. We consider for the sake of
simplicity, and without loss of generality, a single Mølmer-
Sørensen gate associated with a collective operator Sx of
6n qubits, and the sequence of UMS(pi2 , 0)Ui(φ)UMS(−pi2 , 0),
with Ui(φ) = exp(iφσαi ) an intermediate single-gate. In this
protocol, shown in Fig. 1b, if we decompose UMS(pi2 , 0) and
its inverse into two-qubit gates, we realise that the only oper-
ations that do not cancel out are those involving the i-th qubit,
in which Ui(φ) is applied. This fact implies that instead of(
n
2
)
two-qubit gates per collective gate, we reduce the number
of entangling gates to n in the simulation of each Hamiltonian
Hi, i.e. we have a scaling of O(N) gates per interaction.
We may consider not only linear arrays of qubits, but also
bidimensional lattices [39, 40] in which the qubit connec-
tivity increases with a qubit having four nearest neighbours.
Thus, one can implement the Jordan–Wigner transformation
as above while reducing the number of SWAP gates needed in
the protocol. Another extension, which may be needed for the
case of quantum field theories, is to consider digital-analog
quantum simulations [41–43]. In this manner, we can exploit
the concept of complexity-simulating-complexity while merg-
ing digital and analog techniques in a complementary fashion.
Conclusions.— We have proposed the digital quantum sim-
ulation of Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev models as a minimal realisation
of the AdS/CFT duality in quantum technologies. We encode
the SYK nonlocal fermionic model onto a multiqubit system,
and show how to efficiently simulate its dynamics with digital
techniques and polynomial resources. We also provide a pro-
tocol for studying the non-equilibrium behaviour, including
the scrambling of information. Our proposal could be imple-
mented with state-of-the-art trapped ions and superconduct-
ing circuits, paving the way towards the realisation of mini-
mal quantum gravity models in the laboratory, enhancing the
toolbox of quantum simulations.
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7SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
SYK MODELS
We have optimised the number of terms to simulate in all models, i.e. with Majorana and complex fermions, by grouping
interaction terms via the anticommutation relations of fermionic operators. These simplifications lead to new coupling coeffi-
cients resulting from linear combinations of the original coefficients of fermionic models, Jij;k` and Jijkl. These new groupings
of coefficients will need to be generated for the simulation, and implemented as phases in the quantum gates. Thus, we analyse
which are independent random variables and their distribution in relation to those of the initial models.
Details on Majorana models
For the Majorana models we start with the case i > j > k > l (type (i) interaction terms), and group the interaction coupling
constants as follows
J˜α4α3α2α1 =
∑
σ(α4α3α2α1)
sgn(σ)Jσ(α4α3α2α1) = 4!Jα4α3α2α1 , (24)
where we have taken into account that, in this case, Jjklm = sgn(σ)Jσ(jklm). A linear transformation of an stochastic variable,
η = aξ + b, induces a transformation of the probability density pη(y) = (1/|a|)pξ[(y − b)/a], and this keeps us in the Gaussian
family: if ξ ∼ N(µ, σ), then η ∼ N(aµ + b, |a|σ). In our case, since Jjklm ∼ N(0,
√
6JN−3/2), we have J˜jklm ∼
N(0, 4!
√
6JN−3/2). Defining J˜ = 4!J , we note that the new coefficients J˜jklm present the same structure as the initial ones,
with a rescaled variance.
The purpose of this simplification is to identify independent stochastic variables; clearly the constraints Jα4α3α2α1 =
sign (σ) Jσ(α4α3α2α1) signify that these are not independent. The J˜ variables are symmetrised versions, and are independent.
Our first Majorana model under consideration includes only the four-body interactions above (type (i)), i.e. those with no
repeated indices, that can be expressed in terms of χiχjχkχl with i > j > k > l.
Let us now focus on terms with repeated indices, which give rise to type (ii) interaction terms. Taking them into account as
well as the previous ones provides us with a second Majorana model. Notice however that the physical properties in the limit of
largeN would not change. Whenever present, the coefficients Jijkl with repeated indices would no longer possess the symmetry
described above. For instance, coefficients of χiχj terms (to which the four fermion operators with repeated indices reduce)
should be purely imaginary: let the two fermion terms be written as the operatorM2 = χTAχ, with χ a column vector with
entries the Majorana operators. The non-trivial elements correspond to the antisymmetric part of the matrix A, so this is taken
as antisymmetric. In order for this operatorM2 to be hermitian one additional constraint is required: A must be hermitian. It
follows that A must be purely imaginary. If we consider a model in which these terms are present, the coefficients Aij with
i > j will be taken from a Gaussian ensemble, Aij ∼ N(0, σA). These coefficients will be independent of the previously
introduced J˜jklm. We give the variance as σA = JA/(2
√
N). Notice however that if we were to start from the complex fermion
model, with or without chemical potential µ, and rewrite it in terms of Majorana fermions, the coefficients of the two Majorana
fermionic terms will not be independent of the four-point ones in that translated model.
The previous presentation can be summarised as follows: we identify independent interaction terms. Those correspond to
i > j > k > l, four-point interactions, and i > j, two point interactions. The coupling constants corresponding to these
independent interaction terms have been presented above. The number of independent terms of each kind, four-point or two
point, is given by
(
N
4
)
and
(
N
2
)
, respectively.
Details on spinless complex fermion models
We now identify the number of independent interaction terms for the spinless complex fermion models, and the corresponding
coefficients and their probability distribution. They are firstly rearranged as follows
J˜α2α1;β2β1 =
∑
σ1(α2α1);σ2(β2β1)
sgn(σ1)sgn(σ2)Jσ1(α2α1);σ2(β2β1) = 4Jα2α1;β2β1 , (25)
with α2 > α1 and β2 > β1. Otherwise the tilded coefficients are defined to be zero. This takes into account the fermionic
symmetries of the creation and annihilation operators separately, and allows us to concentrate on the case α2 > α1 and β2 > β1,
which will be useful for the quantum simulation of interaction terms of type (i), as we will see.
8Altogether there are, for n spinless fermions,
(
n
2
)2
terms of the form c†i c
†
jckcl that satisfy the constraints i > j and k > l.
Now, let us connect with the four types presented in the main text. We identify first terms of type (i), for which there is no
coincidence of indices, i.e. such that the additional constraints i 6= k, i 6= l, j 6= k and j 6= l hold, as separate from those cases
in which there is coincidence.
Interaction terms of type (ii) have a coincidence of two indices with the other two distinct from each other and from the
repeated one, that is, a generic interaction c†injck, with no ordering of indices imposed on them. The counting of combinations
of three different indices taken from a set of n is n!(n−3)! = n
3 − 3n2 + 2n. Let us connect this point of view with the symmetry
perspective above. We reintroduce the restriction i > j and k > l for c†i c
†
jckcl. There are four separate cases of coincidence of
two indices with the other two distinct from each other: a) k = i, and j 6= l; b) l = i, which implies k > i > j; c) k = j, leading
to i > j > l; and d) j = l, with i 6= k. There are (n3) cases of types b) and c), and 2 × (n3) each for cases a) and d). All these
cases can be unified in terms of the form c†i c
†
jcjcl (type (ii)) by relaxing the ordering condition. There are altogether, as before,
6× (n3) = n3 − 3n2 + 2n terms of this kind.
There is only one type of coincidence of two pairs, given by k = i and j = l, with i > j (type (iii)), and there are
(
n
2
)
of these
terms.
Altogether we see that there are
(
n
2
)2 − 6(n3) − (n2) = 6(n4) independent terms of type (i). This does not yet mean that their
coefficients are independent stochastic variables. We have not imposed as yet hermiticity of the Hamiltonian.
There is a further simplification for interactions of type (i), in which the terms are grouped as
J1ij;k` = J˜ij;k` + J˜ik;j` + J˜i`;jk ,
J2ij;k` = J˜ij;k` − J˜ik;j` + J˜i`;jk ,
J3ij;k` = J˜ij;k` + J˜ik;j` − J˜i`;jk ,
J4ij;k` = −J˜ij;k` + J˜ik;j` + J˜i`;jk , (26)
which we notice are related as J1ij;k` = J
2
ij;k` + J
3
ij;k` + J
4
ij;k`. We consider a larger number of dependent parameters in order
to minimise spin interactions, as shown in Eq. (31). The real coefficients appearing in the spin Hamiltonian are <(Jaij;k`) and
=(Jaij;k`), with a = 1, 2, 3, 4.
As we must emphasise, the fermionic symmetries of these models entail that not all coefficients are independent. In fact, a
choice of indices i > j > k > l determines all the possible six orderings of those distinct numbers that maintain the property
that both the first and the second pair are ordered, i.e. for type (i). This will give rise to the combinations above, in Eq. (26).
The complex coefficients Jij;k` in the fermionic model satisfy a Gaussian random distribution with zero mean. If we consider
that the real and imaginary parts are independently Gaussian distributed and have zero mean, then <(Jaij;k`) and =(Jaij;k`) with
a = 2, 3, 4, which are a linear combination of Gaussian stochastic variables are themselves Gaussian distributed. Assuming that
in the initial definition of the complex coefficients th real and imaginary parts are identically distributed, so are <(Jaij;k`) and
=(Jaij;k`), more concretely ∼ N(0, 6
√
2J). Furthermore, they are independent when we set i > j > k > l, and identically
distributed. We note that J1ij;k` is obtained from the sum of J
2
ij;k`, J
3
ij;k` and J
4
ij;k`. Summarising, for the case of distinct indices
we have six independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) real Gaussian random variables for the
(
n
4
)
alternatives i > j > k > l,
starting from complex coefficients. If we were to restrict ourselves to real coefficients, there would be just three i.i.d. real
Gaussian random variables for those alternatives, ∼ N(0, 12J) .
CONSTRUCTION OF SPIN INTERACTION TERMS FOR THE QUANTUM ALGORITHM
Details on Majorana models
As stated in the main text, the Jordan–Wigner construction for Majorana fermions is given by
χl →
 l˜−1∏
j=1
σzj
σαl
l˜
, (27)
where l˜ = b(l + 1)/2c and αl is x for even l and y for odd l.
The Majorana interaction terms of type (i), χiχjχkχl with i > j > k > l, correspond to spin interaction terms of the form(∏k˜−1
m=l˜
σzm
)(∏i˜−1
m=j˜
σzm
)
σαi
i˜
σ
αj
j˜
σαk
k˜
σαl
l˜
. Note that each fermionic interaction term only is translated into a single kind of spin
interaction, with a definite combination of α spin indices. This general expression can be reduced by the following observation:
9a pair of ordered indices s and t, with s > t, give identical reduced indices s˜ = t˜ only if both a) s = t + 1 and b) t is odd (s
is even) are fulfilled. Therefore, there are four possibilities of a simplification in the spin presentation: A) i˜ = j˜ > k˜ ≥ l˜; B)
i˜ ≥ j˜ > k˜ = l˜; C) i˜ > j˜ = k˜ > l˜. The possibility does exist that i˜ = j˜ > k˜ = l˜, which has been included in both A and B. We
present these cases and the number of combinations corresponding to each in Table I in terms of Majorana terms.
TABLE I: Majorana quartic fermionic interaction terms when i > j > k > l.
Set Fermionic interaction Number of terms
U χiχjχkχl |U | =
(
2n
4
)
= 2
3
n4 − 2n3 + 11
6
n2 − 1
2
n
A χiχi−1χkχl ∀i even |A| =
∑n
m=2
∑2m−2
k=2
∑k−1
l=1 1 =
2
3
n3 − 3
2
n2 + 5
6
n
B χiχjχkχk−1 ∀k even |B| =
∑2n
i=4
∑i−1
j=3
⌊
j−1
2
⌋
= 2
3
n3 − 3
2
n2 + 5
6
n
A ∩B χiχi−1χkχk−1 ∀i, k even |A ∩B| =
(
n
2
)
= 1
2
n2 − 1
2
n
C χiχjχj−1χl ∀j even |C| =
∑2n
i=5
∑i˜−1
m=2
∑2m−2
l=1 1 =
2
3
n3 − 2n2 + 4
3
n
Now we state the simplifications in spin interaction terms as shown in Table II. First, the casesA\{A ∩B} andB \{A ∩B}
present a similar structure. As an example, the spin interaction term for A\{A ∩B} becomes i
(∏k˜−1
m=l˜
σzm
)
σz
i˜
σαk
k˜
σαl
l˜
. Notice
the presence of the i factor, which is in fact required for hermiticity, because (σz
l˜
σαl
l˜
)† = −σz
l˜
σαl
l˜
.
The intersection set A ∩B has representative −σz
i˜
σz
k˜
.
Finally, the central coincidence of the indices in terms belonging to set C produces spin interaction terms of the form
i
(∏k˜−1
m=l˜
σzm
)(∏i˜−1
m=j˜
σzm
)
σαi
i˜
σz
j˜
σαl
l˜
.
TABLE II: Spin interactions for quartic Majorana fermionic terms.
Set Spin interaction Number of terms
U \ {A ∪B ∪ C}
(∏k˜−1
m=l˜
σzm
)(∏i˜−1
m=j˜
σzm
)
σαi
i˜
σ
αj
j˜
σ
αk
k˜
σ
αl
l˜
2
3
n4 − 4n3 + 22
3
n2 − 4n
A \ {A ∩B} i
(∏k˜−1
m=l˜
σzm
)
σz
i˜
σ
αk
k˜
σ
αl
l˜
2
3
n3 − 2n2 + 4
3
n
B \ {A ∩B} i
(∏i˜−1
m=j˜
σzm
)
σαi
i˜
σ
αj
j˜
σz
k˜
2
3
n3 − 2n2 + 4
3
n
A ∩B -σz
i˜
σz
k˜
n2
2
− n
2
C i
(∏k˜−1
m=l˜
σzm
)(∏i˜−1
m=j˜
σzm
)
σαi
i˜
σz
j˜
σ
αl
l˜
2
3
n3 − 2n2 + 4
3
n
Coming now to quadratic terms χiχj , with i > j, notice again that they are antihermitian as such. They are generically
codified as
iχiχj → i
i˜−1∏
l=j˜
σzl
σαi
i˜
σ
αj
j˜
, (28)
and there are
(
2n
2
)
of them. The special case is here when i is even and j = i − 1. There are n possibilities, all of which are
represented by −σz
i˜
.
Details on spinless complex fermion models
Let us now consider the model with complex spinless fermions. The interaction terms can be mapped as above to spin
interactions via the Jordan–Wigner transformation. Thus, the interaction terms of type (i) of this model are expressed as
c†i c
†
jckc` = β
 ζ2−1∏
ξ=ζ1+1
σzξ
 ζ4−1∏
ξ=ζ3+1
σzξ
σ+i σ+j σ−k σ−` , (29)
where {ζ1, ζ2, ζ3, ζ4} is the permutation of {i, j, k, `} such that ζ1 < ζ2 < ζ3 < ζ4, and β = sign(i− j)sign(`− k). We remark
that this general expression for distinct indices holds for any ordering of them. Now, in the quantum simulation, we focus on the
terms such that i > j and k > l, for which β = −1 in our case for type (i).
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Let us begin with the general case of complex coefficients Jij;k`. The complex fermionic interaction terms with all indices
distinct from each other, can be rearranged such that the interaction coefficients for spins are real. By means of the coefficient
relation Jk`;ij = J∗ij;k`, and the identity σ
± = (σx ± iσy)/2, the corresponding spin interaction terms read
Jij;k`c
†
i c
†
jckc` + Jk`;ijc
†
kc
†
`cicj =
β
8
 ζ2−1∏
ξ=ζ1+1
σzξ
 ζ4−1∏
ξ=ζ3+1
σzξ

·
[
<(Jij;k`)(σxi σxj σxkσx` + σyi σyj σykσy` + σyi σxj σykσx` + σxi σyj σxkσy`
+σyi σ
x
j σ
x
kσ
y
` + σ
x
i σ
y
j σ
y
kσ
x
` − σxi σxj σykσy` − σyi σyj σxkσx` )
+=(Jij;k`)(σyi σxj σxkσx` − σxi σxj σykσx` + σxi σyj σxkσx` − σxi σxj σxkσy`
+σyi σ
y
j σ
x
kσ
y
` − σxi σyj σykσy` + σyi σyj σykσx` − σyi σxj σykσy` )
]
. (30)
Notice that this relation is valid for all orderings of indices, and that for ζ2− ζ1 = 1 and ζ4− ζ3 = 1 the products are substituted
by the identity operator. We will take into account the model rewritten in terms of J˜α2α1;β2β1 for interaction terms with distinct
indices. In this case, by definition, those coefficients are different from zero only for α2 > α1 and β2 > β1, for which β = −1.
That is, it accounts for those interactions classified as type (i) in the text. We now want to identify a minimal set of spin
interaction terms with real coefficients. We thus group type (i) complex fermionic terms by making use of the previous relation
of conjugated interactions. Now, we choose a set of ordered indices i > j > k > l. This determines six orderings α1α2;β1β2
which respect α2 > α1 and β2 > β1, namely, {(ij; kl), (kl; ij), (ik; jl), (jl; ik), (il; jk), (jk; il)}. Then, keeping this choice
i > j > k > l, we group
J˜ij;k`c
†
i c
†
jckc` + J˜k`;ijc
†
kc
†
`cicj + J˜ik;j`c
†
i c
†
kcjc` + J˜j`;ikc
†
jc
†
`cick + J˜i`;jkc
†
i c
†
`cjck + J˜jk;i`c
†
jc
†
kcic` =
β
8
 ζ2−1∏
ξ=ζ1+1
σzξ
 ζ4−1∏
ξ=ζ3+1
σzξ
 · [<(J˜ij;k` + J˜ik;j` + J˜i`;jk)(σxi σxj σxkσx` + σyi σyj σykσy` )
+<(J˜ij;k` − J˜ik;j` + J˜i`;jk)(σyi σxj σykσx` + σxi σyj σxkσy` ) + <(J˜ij;k` + J˜ik;j` − J˜i`;jk)(σyi σxj σxkσy` + σxi σyj σykσx` )
+<(−J˜ij;k` + J˜ik;j` + J˜i`;jk)(σxi σxj σykσy` + σyi σyj σxkσx` ) + =(J˜ij;k` + J˜ik;j` + J˜i`;jk)(σyi σxj σxkσx` − σxi σyj σykσy` )
+=(J˜ij;k` − J˜ik;j` + J˜i`;jk)(σyi σyj σxkσy` − σxi σxj σykσx` ) + =(J˜ij;k` + J˜ik;j` − J˜i`;jk)(σyi σyj σykσx` − σxi σxj σxkσy` )
+=(−J˜ij;k` + J˜ik;j` + J˜i`;jk)(σyi σxj σykσy` − σxi σyj σxkσx` )
]
=
β
8
 ζ2−1∏
ξ=ζ1+1
σzξ
 ζ4−1∏
ξ=ζ3+1
σzξ
 · [<(J1ij;k`)(σxi σxj σxkσx` + σyi σyj σykσy` ) + <(J2ij;k`)(σyi σxj σykσx` + σxi σyj σxkσy` )
+<(J3ij;k`)(σyi σxj σxkσy` + σxi σyj σykσx` ) + <(J4ij;k`)(σxi σxj σykσy` + σyi σyj σxkσx` ) + =(J1ij;k`)(σyi σxj σxkσx` − σxi σyj σykσy` )
+=(J2ij;k`)(σyi σyj σxkσy` − σxi σxj σykσx` ) + =(J3ij;k`)(σyi σyj σykσx` − σxi σxj σxkσy` ) + =(J4ij;k`)(σyi σxj σykσy` − σxi σyj σxkσx` )
]
.
(31)
In principle, we have mapped fermionic interaction terms with 6 independent real coefficients in terms of spin interaction
terms with 8 real coefficients. We have preferred to minimise the number of spin interactions, even if it implies using the
dependent coefficients Jaij;k` with a = 1, 2, 3, 4 defined previously.
For interaction terms of type (ii), we do not impose the constraints i > j and k > l, as can be seen in the classification. The
complex interaction terms can be also reordered such that the interaction coefficients for spins are real,
Jij;jkc
†
i c
†
jcjck + Jjk;ijc
†
jc
†
kcicj = −
1
4
 ζ2−1∏
ξ=ζ1+1
σzξ
 (σzj + 1)
[
<(Jij;jk)(σxi σxk + σyi σyk) +=(Jij;jk)(σxi σyk − σyi σxk)
]
. (32)
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We note that interactions (iii) and (iv) can be grouped as follows
4Jij;jininj + µni + µnj =
(
Jij;ji +
µ
2
) (
2 + σzi + σ
z
j
)
+ Jij;jiσ
z
i σ
z
j (33)
so that we only take into account the interaction terms of type (iii) in the counting, where Jij;ji must be real because of the
symmetries.
We show the counting of complex fermionic interaction terms in Table III, and the corresponding spin interactions in Table IV.
TABLE III: Complex fermionic interaction terms.
Fermionic interaction Number of terms
Jij;k`c
†
i c
†
jckc` + Jk`;ijc
†
kc
†
`cicj
1
2
(
n
2
)(
n−2
2
)
= 1
8
n4 − 3
4
n3 + 11
8
n2 − 3
4
n
Jij;jkc
†
injck + Jjk;ijc
†
knjci
1
2
n3 − 3
2
n2 + n
ninj
1
2
n2 − 1
2
n
TABLE IV: Complex fermionic interaction terms and their corresponding spin interaction translation.
Spin interaction Number of spin terms(∏ζ2−1
ξ=ζ1+1
σzξ
)(∏ζ4−1
ξ=ζ3+1
σzξ
)
σαii σ
αj
j σ
αk
k σ
αl
l
16
6
(
n
2
)(
n−2
2
)
= 2
3
n4 − 4n3 + 22
3
n2 − 4n(∏ζ2−1
ξ=ζ1+1
σzξ
)
(σzj + 1)σ
αi
i σ
αk
k
4
2
n!
(n−3)! = 2n
3 − 6n2 + 4n
σzi + σ
z
j + σ
z
i σ
z
j
(
n
2
)
= 1
2
n2 − 1
2
n
GATE COUNT COMPARISON PER TROTTER STEP
We compare the number of resulting spin interactions for all models. Here, we denote as first Majorana model that with only
quartic interaction terms; as second Majorana model, that which also includes quadratic terms; as first complex model, that with
complex coupling constants for complex fermionic interactions; and as second complex model, the restriction of the previous
one to only real coupling constants.
The number of spin interactions after the Jordan–Wigner mapping is directly related with the number of gates needed for the
quantum simulation. For trapped ions, one needs O(1) gates per interaction term, whereas it scales with O(N) per interaction
for the decomposition of the algorithm in single- and two-qubit gates in superconducting circuits.
In principle, we have found that the second complex model is more suitable to be simulated with our method due to the total
amount of gates required. We have not taken into account the length of the Jordan–Wigner strings,
∏
ξ σ
z
ξ , but only treated them
as an element of multiqubit gates.
We analyse deeper these contributions, by decomposing all kind of multiqubit gates into two-qubit and single-qubit gates for
all the models that we have considered, and show the counting in Table V.
TABLE V: Independent spin interactions for all models.
Gates First Majorana model Second Majorana model First complex model Second complex model(∏
ξ σ
z
ξ
)(∏
ξ σ
z
ξ
)
σαii σ
αj
j σ
αk
k σ
αl
l
2
3
n4 − 4n3 + 22
3
n2 − 4n 2
3
n4 − 4n3 + 22
3
n2 − 4n 2
3
n4 − 4n3 + 22
3
n2 − 4n 1
3
n4 − 2n3 + 11
3
n2 − 2n(∏
ξ σ
z
ξ
)(∏
ξ σ
z
ξ
)
σαii σ
αj
j σ
z
k
2
3
n3 − 2n2 + 4
3
n 2
3
n3 − 2n2 + 4
3
n None None(∏
ξ σ
z
ξ
)
σαii σ
αj
j σ
z
k
4
3
n3 − 4n2 + 8
3
n 4
3
n3 − 4n2 + 8
3
n 2n3 − 6n2 + 4n n3 − 3n2 + 2n(∏
ξ σ
z
ξ
)
σαii σ
αk
k None 2n
2 − 2n 2n2 − 2n n2 − n
σzi σ
z
j
1
2
n2 − 1
2
n 1
2
n2 − 1
2
n 1
2
n2 − 1
2
n 1
2
n2 − 1
2
n
σzi None n n n
